
On the worst day in China, just over 100 deaths were recorded from the Covid-19 virus. 
For context, worldwide almost 50,000 people die daily of heart disease, 26,000 of cancer 
and almost 3,000 of malaria.  

The Covid-19 death rate peaked this week at 434 a day on March 14 before falling back to the 
latest figure of 343. Meanwhile, in South Africa 330 people die daily from TB and 347 from HIV 
related illnesses. 

Never before has the world gone into such panic about something barely worse than the 
common cold. According to the World Health Organisation, between 290 000 and 650 000 die 
annually as victims of seasonal influenza. Covid-19 death rates are currently nowhere near 
there, but it appears to be more infectious than seasonal flue and rather more deadly. Based 
on current data, the crude mortality rate (the number of reported deaths divided by the reported 
cases) is between 3-4%—although the actual rate, when including mild cases where people do 
not get diagnosed, is likely to be lower. Globally, for seasonal influenza, the WHO estimates 
the mortality rate is usually below 0.1%  

So why have world markets taken the disease so badly? Indeed, is there justification for a 
global panic whose likely economic outcome will inevitably be far worse than the disease 
itself? Well, if you have read my book The Crash of 2000, you will well understand that this is a 
crisis that was simply waiting for a black swan event to trigger it. 

Worse, instead of one black swan the world has had two occurring simultaneously and South 
Africa has three: The Covid-19 pandemic, an oil price war and, here in South Africa the 
looming probability of a ratings agency downgrade to junk in the face of which the ANC 
Government still puts politics above job creation and the economic needs of its citizens. 

To put the economic situation into perspective compare the upper graph of Wall Street’s 
S&P500 Index with that of the JSE All Share Index immediately below it, noting particularly that 
in the JSE case converging trend lines spelled out the inevitability of a sharp downward break: 
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In the face of these graphs, it would be brave (or foolish) to attempt to forecast when share 
markets are likely to bottom and, further to attempt to forecast how long it will take for a full 
recovery to set in. Indeed, if the worst case scenario that I outlined in my latest book should 
prove to be the most probable outcome, then a global wave of political change could be the 
outcome of a class war between socialists demanding re-distribution of the wealth of the global 
top ten percent and supporters of capitalism who would naturally oppose the idea. I have 
personally, however, raided my war chest to beef up existing portfolio holdings wherever 
attractive pricing has been uncovered. 

Fueling this crisis is global debt believed to have exceeded $255-trillion at the end of 2019. 
According to the International Institute of Finance, “China and the U.S. accounted for over 60% 
of the increase. Similarly, EM debt also hit a new record of $71.4 trillion (220% of GDP). With 
few signs of slowdown in the pace of debt accumulation, we estimate that global debt will 
surpass $255 trillion this year.” 

If readers have any doubt about the 
severity of the current share market 
crisis, the 30-year graph on the right 
should quickly dispel any latent 
optimism you might hold. At 82.69 at 
the time of writing the CBOE VIX 
Index, otherwise known as the “Fear 
Index” this week reached its highest 
ever level. surpassing the peak level 
of 80.74 on Nov. 21 2008. The VIX, 
which tracks the 30-day implied 
volatility of the S&P 500, more than 
doubled in March alone. The index 
looks at prices of options on the S&P 
500 to track the level of fear on Wall 
Street.  

Readers might take some comfort in the fact that that Wall Street’s S&P500 Index has fallen to 
a fairly well established support level as indicated in my graph below and that ShareFinder is 
currently predicting a retracement from here until late September with some volatility along the 
way. But I would not bank on that at this stage when nobody has been able to successfully 
compute the full likely impact of the global trade slow-down: 

In Britain where investors face a third black swan in the shape of a “hard Brexit” later this year, 
the market collapse has been even more pronounced. Nevertheless ShareFinder senses a 
recovery from here to early October when the next big dip if foreseen lasting into January 
2021: 



Here in South Africa, the ShareFinder Blue Chip Index is similarly close to the bottom for now 
and projected to rise from here until mid-July followed by a volatile sideways trend until mid-

October when another decline is forecast lasting until mid-January: 

The Prospects JSE Portfolio 

Our Prospects Portfolio has similarly taken strain and, as the mauve short-term projection 
suggests, is likely to be under further pressure until the second week of April. The orange 
medium-term projection suggests imminent recovery towards a July peak followed by a volatile 
modestly-declining sideways trend until mid-October when the next decline is still being 
forecast towards a mid-January bottom. 

The portfolio remains unchanged as illustrated below. Our worst performer remains Advtech in 
respect of which I set an optimistic selling price of R11, which for now is an unattainable 
dream. In respect of the rest of the portfolio, we are well-placed for superior growth once the 
recovery trend sets in and so I would not consider selling anything at this stage: 



Prospects 2019 New York Portfolio 

Here again the carnage of the past fortnight is much in evidence. Where last month we were 
showing significant gains since we launched the portfolio last September, now there is a sea of 
red: 

Where last month we were up from an initial $1-million to $1 159 133.60, we are down to $918 
122 . I am satisfied, however, that the quality of the shares we selected is such that when the 
recovery comes, the portfolio will head back up with the same vigour that it initially possessed. 
Compare the graph immediately below with that of the Standard & Poors 500 Index depicted 
below it. 



In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, 
should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested re-
placements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder 
Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list 
have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates 
and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth 
rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.  
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality 
and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.  
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a 
greater degree of investment risk: 
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